BUG BOUNTIES
Ends November 21st.
Disclosure Policy:
- Before discussing your findings publicly, errors must first
be privately disclosed to Zap in order to receive the
bounty. This allows us time to correct the error.
- The bounty rewards are invalid if the vulnerability
submitted is already known by the Zap team, if it is
disclosed by other bounty hunters without permission, or it
is found to have been exploited
Rules:
- Provide detailed reports with reproducible steps (the Zap
team can reproduce the bug by following the
report)
- When there are multiple reports on the same issue, the
first one submitted will be rewarded (if all the requirements
are met)
- Rewards are at sole discretion of Zap bug bounty panel
- All rewards are subject to applicable law
- Hunters are responsible for all taxes
- Testing cannot violate any law, compromise data or steal
funds that are not owned by the tester
Eligibility:

- Current and former Zap employees and contractors are
not eligible for rewards
- Social Engineering is not eligible
- Audit report is not eligible
Rewards : ( All numbers and currency are just
example,pending adjustment)
- Critical: $20,000
Loss of funds
Bugs that enable attacker to steal ZAP or ETH from
contracts under review, or from oracles/users as a result
of interacting with contracts under review
- High: $5000
Locked ZAP, dots
Bugs that result in unusable zap or dots in contracts under
review or as a result of interacting with contracts under
review
- Medium: $2500
Losing/Minting dots
Bugs that enable attackers to mint more dots than
expected, or cause users to loose their bound dots
unexpectedly.

- Low: $1,000

Unexpected behavior
Bugs that cause contracts under review to behave
differently than designed but not enable attackers to steal ,
freeze or destroy funds/dots
Available pool of rewards : ___
Scope :
+ Zap-ethereum-api :
https://github.com/zapproject/zap-ethereum-api
Contracts in scope :
ZapCoordinator.sol
Bondage.sol
Registry.sol
Database.sol
Arbiter.sol
Dispatch.sol
ZapToken.sol
Reporting :
- Send email to kumail@zap.org
- Include name and link (optional)
- Include details of the bugs and steps to reproduce or

code
- Address for payment (must be valid Ethereum address
which can accept ZAP token)

